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Vers un adre de travail général pour la théorie de l'approximationpolynomialeRésuméNous proposons une extension du formalisme de l'approximation polynomiale permettantd'envisager de nouvelles lasses de résultats. Nous montrons d'une part omment les résul-tats existants s'intègrent dans e adre et d'autre part quels types de résultats ou questions,jusqu'alors di�iles à exprimer, y trouvent une plae naturelle. Nous exploitons e forma-lisme pour établir des résultats d'approximation pour di�érents problèmes NP-di�iles.Nous nous intéressons d'abord à la lasse des problèmes de sous-graphe induit de poidsmaximum véri�ant une propriété héréditaire. Elle omprend notamment les problèmes destable, lique ou enore sous-graphe induit `-olorable de valeur maximum. Nous propo-sons d'abord une rédution en approximation qui transforme un rapport � pour un pro-blème non pondéré de la lasse (as où tous les poids sont égaux) en un rapport de laforme O(�= logn) pour sa version pondérée générale. Cette approhe nous permet d'amé-liorer le rapport d'approximation du problème de stable de poids maximum (max_WIS) :le rapport �nalement établi est le minimum entre une expression du type O(logk n=n)et O(log �(G)=(k2�(G)(log log�(G))2), où �(G) désigne le degré moyen du graphe instaneet où k est une onstante quelonque. Chaun des deux termes orrespond à une avanéesigni�ative par rapport à l'existant. En e�et, le premier terme est à omparer à O(log2 n=n),le meilleur rapport fontion de n établi pour le as partiulier non pondéré (max_IS) (pro-blème de stable maximum). Le seond terme quant à lui orrespond au premier rapport dutype 
(1=�(G)) pour max_WIS (�(G) est le degré maximum du graphe instane). Dans unseond temps, en nous appuyant sur des résultats pour la oloration des graphes, nous pro-posons un algorithme polynomial pour max_WIS garantissant omme rapport le minimumentre O(n�4=5) et O(log log�(G)=�(G)). Cette fois enore, hormis le as où max_WIS peutêtre approhé ave le rapport O(n�4=5) (l'approximation de max_IS garantissant le rap-port n��1 est NP-di�ile pour tout � > 0) notre algorithme donne aès au premier résultatd'approximation impliquant un rapport 
(log log�(G)=�(G)) pour max_WIS (ei pourtout �(G)). Notons que l'approximation de haune des versions (pondérée et non pondérée)du problème de stable maximum ave un rapport 
(1=�(G)) est un problème ouvert onnu.Nous nous intéressons alors au problème de lique maximum pour lequel auun résultatd'approximation impliquant un rapport non-trivial fontion de �(G) n'est jusqu'à présentétabli. Nous proposons des algorithmes polynomiaux garantissant respetivement les rap-ports O(log2�(G)=�(G)) et O(log2�(G)=�(G) log log�(G)) pour les problèmes de liquemaximum et de lique de poids maximum. Nous obtenons le même type de résultats pour leproblème de sous-graphe induit `-olorable maximum et sa version pondérée. Sortant de lalasse des problèmes de sous-graphe induit maximum véri�ant une propriété héréditaire, nousnous intéressons alors à deux problèmes de minimisation : le problème de somme hromatiqueminimum et le problème de oloration minimum. Pour le premier, nous établissons une rédu-tion entre sa version pondérée et max_WIS qui préserve (à une onstante multipliative près)le rapport d'approximation. Elle permet le transfert des résultats obtenus pour max_WISau problème de somme hromatique pondérée. En�n, pour la oloration minimum, nous pro-posons des algorithmes d'approximation améliorant les résultats existants. Plus préisément,nous obtenons un rapport de la forme minfO(n��); O(logn=�(G) log logn)g. Dans le asoù le minimum orrespond au terme O(n��), ette expression domine les meilleurs résultatspossibles fontion de n (pour tout � > 0, l'approximation garantissant pour toute instanede la oloration le rapport n�� est NP-di�ile). Par ontre, si le rapport orrespond à laquantité O(log n=�(G) log logn), il améliore les meilleurs résultats atuels fontion de �(G)et orrespond au premier rapport de la forme 
(1=�(G)) pour la oloration minimum.Mots-lé : algorithme d'approximation, rapport d'approximation, problème NP-omplet,omplexité, rédution, problème d'optimization NP.iii



Towards a general formal framework for polynomial approximationAbstratIn a �rst time we draw a rough shape of a general formal framework for polynomialapproximation theory whih enompasses the existing one by allowing the expression of newtypes of results. We show how this framework inorporates all the existing approximationresults and, moreover, how new types of results an be expressed within it. Next, we usethe framework introdued to obtain approximation results for a number of NP-hard prob-lems. In this seond part of the paper, we �rst deal with a lass of problems alled weightedhereditary indued-subgraph maximization problems, notable representatives of whih aremaximum independent set, maximum lique, maximum `-olorable indued subgraph, et.We devise a polynomial approximation-preserving redution transforming any approxima-tion ratio � for any unweighted problem of the lass, into approximation ratio O(�= logn)for its weighted version. This allows us to perform subsequent improvements of the ap-proximation ratio for the weighted independent set problem (max_WIS), in order to �nallyobtain as ratio the minimum between O(logk n=n) and O(log�(G)=(k2�(G)(log log�(G))2),where �(G) denotes the average graph-degree of the input-graph, for every onstant k. Inany of the two ases, this is an important improvement sine in the former one, the ratiofor max_WIS outer-performs O(log2 n=n), the best-known ratio for the (unweighted) inde-pendent set problem (max_IS), while in the latter ase, we obtain the �rst 
(1=�(G)) ratiofor max_WIS (where�(G) is the maximum graph-degree). Next, based upon graph-oloring,we devise a polynomial time approximation algorithm for max_WIS ahieving ratio the min-imum between O(n�4=5) and O(log log�(G)=�(G)). Here also, exept for the very unlikelyase where max_WIS an be approximated within O(n�4=5) (approximation of max_ISwithin n��1 is hard for every � > 0), our algorithm is the �rst 
(log log�(G)=�(G))-approximation algorithm for max_WIS (for every �(G)). Let us note that approxima-tion of both independent set versions within ratios 
(1=�(G)) is a very well-known openproblem. Then we deal with maximum lique problem for whih no non-trivial approxi-mation ratios, funtions of �(G) are presently known. We propose here algorithms ahiev-ing ratios O(log2�(G)=�(G)) and O(log2�(G)=�(G) log log�(G)) for maximum-size andmaximum-weight lique, respetively. We do the same for the unweighted and weightedversions of maximum `-olorable indued subgraph. We then leave the lass of hereditaryindued-subgraph maximization problems and deal with two minimization problems, theminimum hromati sum and the minimum oloring. For the former, we show the existeneof a polynomial redution between its weighted version and for max_WIS preserving (up tomultipliative onstant) the approximation ratios for both problems. This redution allowstransfer of the results obtained for max_WIS to minimum-weight hromati sum. Let usnote that this result also is entirely new and non-trivially obtained. Finally, for minimumoloring, we produe approximation ratios improving all the known ones. More preisely,we obtain a ratio of minfO(n��); O(logn=�(G) log logn)g. In the ase where the minimumis realized by the quantity O(n��), it outer-performs all the ratios, funtions of n, whileif the minimum is realized by the quantity O(logn=�(G) log logn), it outer-performs thebest known ratio, funtion of �(G) and onstitutes the �rst 
(1=�(G)) ratio for minimumoloring.Keywords: approximation algorithm, approximation ratio, NP-omplete problem, om-plexity, redution, NP optimization problem.
iv



Part IIntrodution1 A few words about polynomial approximationAnNP optimization (NPO) problem � is ommonly de�ned (see, for example, [8℄) as a four-tuple(I;S; vI ; opt) suh that:� I is the set of instanes of � and it an be reognized in polynomial time;� given I 2 I, S(I) denotes the set of feasible solutions of I; for every S 2 S(I), jSj ispolynomial in jIj; given any I and any S polynomial in jIj, one an deide in polynomialtime if S 2 S(I);� given I 2 I and S 2 S(I), vI(S) denotes the value of S; vI is polynomially omputableand is ommonly alled objetive funtion;� opt 2 fmax;ming.The lass of NP optimization problems is ommonly denoted by NPO. The most interestingsub-lass of NPO is the lass of the NP-hard optimization problems, known to be unsolvablein polynomial time unless P=NP and people widely thinks that this fat is very unlikely. Thisprobable intratability of NP-hard problems motivates both researhers and pratitioners intrying to approximately solve suh problems, i.e., in trying to �nd in polynomial time, not thebest solution but one solution whih, in some sense, is near the optimal one.Given an instane I of a ombinatorial optimization problem �, !(I), �(I) and �(I) willdenote the values of the worst solution of I (in the sense of the objetive funtion), the approx-imated one (provided by a polynomial time approximation algorithm (PTAA) A supposed tofeasibly solve problem �), and the optimal one, respetively. There exist mainly two thoughtproesses dealing with polynomial approximation.1.1 Standard approximationHere, the quality of an approximation algorithm A is expressed by the ratio�A(I) = min��(I)�(I) ; �(I)�(I)�and the quantity �A = supfr : �A(I) > r; I 2 Ig is the onstant approximation ratio of A for �.The ratio indued by the standard approximation will be denoted by �.Starting from the basi notion of approximation ratio, one an de�ne the one of onstantasymptoti approximation ratio expressing the performane of a PTAA when working on �limit-instanes�. This ratio is de�ned ([23℄) assup fr : 9M;�A(I) > r; I 2 IMgwhere IM = fI 2 I : �(I) >Mg ([23℄).A partiularly interesting ase of PTAA (representing an �ideal� approximation behavior),is the one of the polynomial time approximation shema (PTAS). A PTAS is a sequene A�of PTAAs guaranteeing, for every � > 0, approximation ratio �A� = 1� � with omplexity O(nk),where k is a onstant not depending on n but eventually depending on 1=�. A further re�nementof PTAS is the one of fully PTAS (FPTAS), i.e., of a PTAS of omplexity O((1=�)k0O(nk)),where k and k0 are onstants not depending neither on n, nor on �.1



1.2 Di�erential approximationHere, the quality of an approximation algorithm A is expressed by the ratioÆA(I) = j!(I)� �(I)jj!(I)� �(I)j :The quantity ÆA = inffr : ÆA(I) > r; I 2 Ig is the onstant di�erential-approximation ratio of Afor �. The ratio adopted by the di�erential approximation will be denoted by Æ. The onstantasymptoti di�erential-approximation ratio is de�ned as ([19℄)limk!1 infIjS(I)j>k �!(I)� �(I)!(I)� �(I)� :The di�erential PTAS and FPTAS are de�ned analogously to the standard ones. When �A, or ÆAare equal to 0, we onsider instane-depending ratios, i.e., ratios expressed in terms of instaneparameters.In what follows, when we indi�erently are referred to either the former or the latter ap-proximation, or when approximation ratios in both theories oinide, we will use � instead of �or Æ. Moreover, S-APX (resp., D-APX) will denote the lass of problems for whih the bestknown standard (resp., di�erential) PTAAs ahieve �xed onstant approximation ratios. Analo-gously, S- (resp., D-) PTAS or FPTAS will denote the lasses of problems admitting standard(resp., di�erential) PTASs or FPTASs, et. We will also denote by ��(I) (resp., Æ�(I)), thebest standard-approximation (resp., di�erential approximation) ratio known for �. When ratiosdepend on parameters of I, it will be assumed that �(I) 6 �(I 0) for any sub-instane I 0 of I.2 A list of NPO problemsIn this paper we speak, in more or less details, about a number of ombinatorial problems.Although all these problems are very well-known in omplexity theory, in order that the paperis self-ontained, we de�ne them in what follows.2.1 Hereditary indued-subgraph maximization problemsGiven a graph G = (V;E) and a set V 0 � V , the subgraph of G indued by V 0 is a graphG0 = (V 0; E0), where E0 = (V 0 � V 0) \ E. Let G be the lass of all the graphs. A graph-property � is a mapping from G to f0; 1g, i.e., for a G 2 G, �(G) = 1 i� G satis�es � and�(G) = 0, otherwise. Property � is hereditary if whenever it is satis�ed by a graph it is alsosatis�ed by every one of its indued subgraphs; it is non-trivial if it is true for in�nitely manygraphs and false for in�nitely many ones ([8℄). We onsider NP-hard graph-problems � wherethe objetive is to �nd a maximum-order indued subgraph G0 satisfying a non-trivial hereditaryproperty �. These problems are alled hereditary indued-subgraph maximization problems. Fora graph G, anyone of its vertex-subsets spei�es exatly one indued subgraph. Consequently,in what follows we onsider that a feasible solution for � is the vertex-set of G0. Hereditaryindued-subgraph maximization problems have a natural generalization to graphs with positiveintegral weights assoiated with their verties (the weights are assumed to be bounded by 2n,where n is the order of the input-graph, so that every arithmetial operation on them an beperformed in polynomial time). Given a graph G, the objetive of a weighted indued subgraphproblem is to determine an indued subgraph G� of G suh that G� satis�es � and, moreover,the sum of the weights of the verties of G� is the largest possible among those subgraphs.2



Maximum independent set (max_IS).Given a graph G = (V;E), an independent set is a subset V 0 � V suh that wheneverfvi; vjg � V 0, vivj =2 E, and the maximum independent set problem is to �nd an inde-pendent set of maximum size. In the weighted version of max_IS, denoted by max_WIS,positive weights are assoiated with the verties of the input graph and the objetive be-omes to determine an independent set for whih the sum of the weights of its verties isthe largest possible.Maximum lique (max_KL).Consider a graph G = (V;E). A lique of G is a subset V 0 � V suh that every pair ofverties of V 0 are linked by an edge in E, and the maximum lique problem (max_KL)is to �nd a maximum size set V 0 induing a lique in G (a maximum-size lique). In theweighted version of max_KL, denoted by max_WKL, positive weights are assoiated withthe verties of the input graph and the objetive beomes to determine a lique for whihthe sum of the weights of its verties is the largest possible.Maximum `-olorable indued subgraph (max_C`).Given a graph G = (V;E) and a onstant ` < �(G) (the maximum graph-degree), max_C`onsists in �nding a maximum-order subgraph G0 of G suh that G0 is `-olorable.Property �is an independent set� is hereditary (a subset of an independent set is an independentset). The same holds for property �is a lique� (a vertex-subset of a lique indues also a lique),as well as for property �is `-olorable� (if the verties of a graph G an be feasibly olored by atmost ` olors, then every subgraph of G indued by a subset of its verties an be olored by atmost ` olors).2.2 Some other NPO problemsMinimum vertex-overing (min_VC).Given a graph G = (V;E), a vertex over is a subset V 0 � V suh that, 8uv 2 E, eitheru 2 V 0, or v 2 V 0, and the minimum vertex-overing problem is to determine a minimum-size vertex over.Minimum set-overing (min_SC).Given a olletion S of subsets of a �nite set C, a set over is a sub-olletion S 0 � S suhthat [Si2S0Si = C, and the minimum set-overing problem onsists in �nding a over ofminimum size. We denote by min_3-SC the restrition of min_SC on 3-element sets.Minimum oloring (min_C).Consider a graph G = (V;E) of order n. We wish to olor V with as few olors as possibleso that no two adjaent verties reeive the same olor. The hromati number of a graphis the smallest number of olors whih an feasibly olor its verties. A graph G is alledk-olorable if its verties an be legally olored by k olors, in other words if its hromatinumber is at most k; it will be alled k-hromati if k is its hromati number.Minimum hromati sum (min_CHS).Given a graph G = (V;E), an l-oloring is a partition of V into independent sets C1; : : : ; Cl.The ost of an l-oloring is the quantity Pli=1 ijCij (in other words, the ost of oloring avertex v 2 V with olor i is i). The minimum hromati sum problem, denoted by CHS is todetermine a minimum-ost oloring. For the weighted version of CHS, denoted by WCHS,every vertex v 2 V is weighted by a rational weight wv, the ost of oloring v with olor i3



beomes iwv, the value of an l-oloring beomes Pli=1 iw(Ci), where w(Ci) = Pv2Ci wv,and the objetive beomes now to determine a oloring of minimum value.Bin paking (BP).We are given a �nite set L = fx1; : : : ; xng of n rational numbers and an unboundednumber of bins, eah bin having apaity 1. We wish to arrange all these numbers in theleast possible bins in suh a way that the sum of the numbers in eah bin does not violateits apaity.Minimum and maximum traveling salesman problem (min_TSP and max_TSP).Given a omplete graph on n verties, denoted by Kn, with positive distanes on itsedges, min_TSP (resp., max_TSP) onsists in minimizing (resp., maximizing) the ostof a Hamiltonian yle1, the ost of suh a yle being the sum of the distanes of its edges.An interesting sub-ase of TSP is the one in whih edge-distanes are only 1 or 2 (TSP12).3 NotationsGiven a problem � de�ned on a graph G = (V;E), and its weighted version W�, we denote by~w 2 IN jV j the vetor of the weights, by wv the weight of v 2 V , and by wmax(G) and wmin(G) thelargest and the smallest vertex-weights, respetively. Moreover, we adopt the following notations:n: the order of G, i.e., n = jV j;�(v): the neighborhood of v 2 V ;ÆS(v): the quantity j�(v) \ Sj, S � V , v 2 V n S;w(V 0): the total weight of V 0 � V , i.e., the quantity Pv2V 0 wv;�w(G): the value of an optimal solution for W�;�0w(G): the weight of an approximated W�-solution of G~d: the vetor (d1; : : : ; dn), where di denotes the degree of vertex vi 2 V ;�(G): the maximum degree of G, i.e., �(G) = maxifdig;�(G): the average degree of G, i.e., �(G) = (Pi di)=n;�w(G): the quantity Pv2V w(�(v))=w(V )�(G): the hromati number of G (the minimum number of olors with whih one anfeasibly olor the verties of G);�G: the omplement of G de�ned by �G = (V; �E) with �E = fij 2 V � V; i 6= j; ij =2 Eg(obviously, ��G = G);G[V 0℄: the subgraph of G indued by V 0 � V ;n0: the order of the graph G[V 0℄, V 0 � V , i.e., jV 0j = n0;S�(G[V 0℄): an optimal (maximum-size) �-solution in G[V 0℄, V 0 � V .1An ordering hv1; v2; : : : ; vni of the verties of Kn suh that vnv1 2 E(Kn) and, for 1 6 i < n, vivi+1 2 E(Kn).4



Espeially for IS and WIS, using standard notations, we will denote the size of a maximumindependent set by �(G), the value of a maximum-weight independent set by �w(G) and thevalue of an approximated max_WIS-solution by �0w(G). Moreover, when no ambiguity an our,we will use �, �, �w, wmax and wmin instead of �(G), �(G), �w(G), wmax(G) and wmin(G).Given a square matrix B = (mij)i;j=1;:::n, we denote by Tr(B) and tB the trae and thetranspose of B, respetively. Finally, given a vetor ~u, we denote by j~uj its Eulidean norm.4 The sope of the paper and its main ontributionsIn what follows, we �rst generalize the notion of the approximation algorithm by introduing theone of the approximation hain. This generalization allows us, for example, to express in properterms algorithms, of time-omplexity O(f(jIj)k) (where f is a polynomial of jIj), ahieving ratiosof the form '(I) � '0(k) � o('(I)), where '(I) denotes an approximation ratio depending onparameters of I and '0 is an integer dereasing funtion of k 2 IN . This kind of doubly asymptotiapproximation ratio means that one an pre-�x a value for k and next the smaller k's value theloser to '(I)� o('(I)) the ratio (and, of ourse, the heavier the algorithm's omplexity). Thisrealls the notion of the polynomial time approximation shema (without being a suh one). Onthe other hand, if the term '0(k) missed, then '(I)�o('(I)) would be very lose to the lassialnotion of asymptoti approximation ratio.Next, we propose a natural way for lassifying NPO problems following their approximabil-ity behavior, by introduing the notion of the approximation level ; it informally assoiates anapproximation result with a family of approximation ratios. Premises of suh a notion an befound in the de�nition of the lass F-APX in [35℄. However, the authors of [35℄ restrain them-selves to problem-lassi�ations with respet to orders of possible approximation ratios. Suha lassi�ation does not allow distintion between ratios of the same order, or between ratioswhose values are polynomially related. For example, based upon [35℄, one annot distinguishapproximation lasses indued by ratios O(jIjk), where k is a �xed onstant, for di�erent val-ues of k. However, numerous reent approximation results are based upon suh distintions, inpartiular when dealing with inapproximability results bringing to the fore hardness fators, i.e.,values of k for whih approximation within better than jIjk is hard. For example, for max_IS,approximation ratio 1=n is guaranteed by any approximation algorithm, while no PTAA anguarantee approximation ratio (1=n)1��, for any � > 0, where n is the order of the input-graph,unlessNP=ZPP ([31℄). Another weak point of [35℄ is that their problem-lassi�ation is de�nedwith respet to jIj. Certainly, this parameter is among the most interesting ones for express-ing non-onstant approximation ratios, but is not the only one. For many NPO problems �max_IS, min_C, min_SC, et., are some notable examples � approximation results are ob-tained as funtions of di�erent instane-parameters. For max_IS, for example, there exist twopopular types of positive approximation results, the ones expressed in terms of n and the onesexpressed in terms of graph-degree (maximum or average); moreover no links are known untilnow between these two types. The latter family of results (ratios, funtions of degree) annotbe expressed in terms of the lass F-APX. But even if one tried to mehanially rewrite de�-nitions of [35℄ in order to take into aount ratios funtions of graph-degrees, then, in the aseof max_IS, one would have to fae another obstale. The best known ratios exlusively in termsof �(G) for max_IS are: �=�(G), for every �xed onstant � 2 IN , for unweighted max_IS ([18℄)and 3=(�(G) + 2) for the weighted ase. Following the lassi�ation indued by [35℄, max_ISand max_WIS are of the same hardness, O(1=�(G)), with respet to their approximability.This mathematially is not very fair sine the improvement of the term in the numerator by justone unit uses very ompliated ombinatorial arguments and mathematial tehniques. On theother hand, the best approximation ratios � exlusively funtions of n � are O(log2 n=n) ([7℄)5



for max_IS and O(log2 n=(n log log n)) for max_WIS (see theorem 3 of setion 10.1, page 15).Consequently, if one hooses n to express ratios, unweighted and weighted max_IS are not (atthe urrent state of knowledge) of the same hardness regarding their approximability. A seondexample justifying the real need of using lasses of approximation ratios larger than these ofonstant ratios or of ratios depending on jIj an be taken from [12℄. It is proved there that forthe minimum-weight maximal independent set, no SPTAA an ahieve approximation ratio thatdoes not depend on the vertex-weights. In other words, suh a problem (in some sense amongthe hardest ones regarding its approximation) annot be inluded into the lassi�ation of [35℄.The same holds for min_TSP whih annot be approximated within better than 2P (n) where Pis a polynomial of n (this follows by a simple remark from the result of [44℄).Next, we introdue a kind of approximation-preserving redution, alled FP-redution, andshow that many of the redutions known (for example the ones of [41, 46℄) an be seen as speialases of FP-redutions. An interesting feature of FP-redution is that it an link, for a givenproblem, its approximation behaviors in standard and di�erential approximations.In part III, we show that many known approximation results an be expressed very naturallyin the framework proposed in part II and also that this framework is very suitable for theahievement of new ones.More preisely, in setion 9, we devise an FP-redution from weighted hereditary indued-subgraph problems to unweighted ones transforming any approximation ratio � for the lattersinto approximation ratio O(�= log n) for the formers.Suh a ratio an be improved when dealing with partiular problems. For example, it be-omes O(�= log logn) when dealing with the pair max_IS�max_WIS (setion 10.1). Basedupon this redution we draw �rst improvements for the ratio of max_WIS. In setion 10.3,we propose new improved approximation results for max_IS. Next, always based upon theredution of setion 9, we further improve approximations for max_WIS and obtain an ap-proximation ratio for max_WIS with value greater than the minimum between O(logk n=n)and O(log �(G)=(�(G) log2 log�(G)). This is an important improvement sine if the max_WIS-ratio obtained is O(logk n=n), it outer-performs O(log2 n=n), the best-known ratio for max_IS.On the other hand, if the ratio obtained is O(log �(G)=(�(G) log2 log �(G))), then we ahievethe �rst 
(1=�(G)) ratio for max_WIS. Let us note that this is the �rst time that non-trivialresults for max_WIS are produed by a redution to max_IS. In setion 10.4, we propose an-other PTAA for max_WIS whih further improves (although inreasing the time-omplexity)the results of setion 10.3. We generalize a result of [3℄, by linking, devising another FP-redution, the approximation of the lass max_WISk of max_WIS-instanes with weightedindependene number greater than w(G)=k to the approximation of a lass G` of graph-oloringinstanes inluding the `-olorable graphs. Combining this result with reent works of [34, 38℄about G`, we obtain an approximation ratio for max_WIS of value greater than the mini-mum between O(n�4=5) and O(log log�(G)=�(G)). Consequently, exept for the very unlikelyase where max_WIS an be approximated within O(n�4=5) (reall that approximation of ISwithin n��1 is hard for every � > 0, unless NP=ZPP ([31℄)), our algorithm is the �rst PTAAahieving ratio 
(log log�(G)=�(G)) for max_WIS.In setion 11, we devise a new FP-redution between max_KL and max_WKL. Based uponthis redution and using our results on max_WIS, we dedue the �rst 
(1=�(G)) approximationratio for the maximum-size and maximum-weight lique problems. We note that the results ofthis setion work even for unbounded values of �(G).In setion 12, using another FP-redution from max_WIS, we obtain improvements of reentapproximation results for min_WC`, while in setion 13 we devise an FP-redution guaranteeingthat min_WCHS is equi-approximable (up to a multipliative onstant) with max_WIS.In setion 14, we deal with min_C and prove that it an be approximately solved within6



standard-approximation ratio minfO(n��); O(log n=(�(G) log log n))g. In the unlikely ase whe-re the minimum is realized by the quantity O(n��) (in [21℄ it is proved that for any posi-tive �, min_C annot be solved within standard-approximation ratio n��1, unless NP=ZPP),it outer-performs all the ratios, funtions of n, while if the minimum is realized by the quan-tity O(log n=(�(G) log log n)), it outer-performs the best known ratio, funtion of �(G), andonstitutes the �rst 
(1=�(G)) ratio for minimum oloring.Finally, in setion 15 we study FP-redutions between standard and di�erential approxi-mations. We �rst give su�ient onditions for transferring results between the two thoughtproesses. Next, we mention results dealing with suh FP-redutions for a number of NPOproblems.Part IIRoughing out a new approximation framework5 Approximation hains: a generalization of the approximation algorithmsWe �rst de�ne what in the sequel we will all an approximation hain whih is a generalizationof the notion of approximation algorithm.De�nition 1. Approximation hain.Consider an NPO problem � = (I;S; vI ; opt) and let � : I � IN ! [0; 1℄, (I; k) 7! �(I; k),be a mapping inreasing in k. An approximation hain with ratio � for � is a sequene ofalgorithms (Ak)k2IN, indexed by k 2 IN (by Ak we denote the kth algorithm of the hain), suhthat, for all k, Ak is an approximation algorithm guaranteeing ratio at least �(I; k).Let T ((Ak)k2IN) be the time-omplexity of (Ak)k2IN. If T ((Ak)k2IN) is polynomial in n (the sizeof I) but exponential in k, then (Ak)k2IN is alled polynomial time approximation hain (PTAC),while if T ((Ak)k2IN) is polynomial in both n and k, then (Ak)k2IN is alled fully polynomial timeapproximation hain (FPTAC). Suh hains will be denoted by SPTAC and SFPTAC (resp.,DPTAC and DFPTAC) when dealing with standard (resp., di�erential) approximation. Whenratios in two thought proesses oinide, we will simply use terms PTAC and FPTAC.The use of approximation hains suggests to assoiate approximability results not only withratios but rather with sequenes of ratios. This allows us, for example, to assoiate an approxi-mation level with the existene of a PTAS whih is impossible by means of F-APX. In general,the use of the lassi�ation of [35℄ does not allow us to distinguish, even within S-APX, prob-lems approximated within onstant ratios (for onstants stritly smaller than 1) from problemsapproximated within ratio 1� �, for every � > 0.6 Approximation levelThe following de�nition 2 generalizes the notion of lasses F-APX.De�nition 2. Approximation level.Consider an NPO problem �, let P� = f� : I � IN ! [0; 1℄; (I; k) 7! �(I; k)g and let P 2 2P� .We say that P is min-invariant if 8(�; �0) 2 P � P , minf�; �0g 2 P . An approximation level isa set P 2 2P� min-invariant. A problem � is approximable on level P if it an be solved bya PTAC ahieving ratio in P .For example: 7



� if we denote by ~P� the approximation level f� : I ! [0; 1℄; I 7! �(I)g, i.e., the set ofratios independent on k, then a PTAC with ratio in ~P� orresponds to the lassial notionof PTAA for �;� onsider level P̂� = f� : (I; k)! [0; 1℄; (I; k) 7! �(k)g, i.e., the lass of approximation ratiosindependent on I; then, by simple funtional analysis arguments, 9� 2 [0; 1℄, �(I; k) ! �when k !1; if � = 1, then our PTAC (Ak)k2IN is nothing else than a PTAS for �;� if we onsider level P �� = ~P� \ P̂�, then a PTAC with ratio in P �� is exatly the verywell-known onstant-ratio PTAA; in other words, � 2 APX.Let us note that one an assoiate with an approximation level (a set of ratios) P the set ofproblems approximately solved by algorithms guaranteeing ratios in P . For example, P �� (theset of onstant � independent on both I and k � ratios) an be seen as the lass APX. In thesequel, when no onfusion arises, we will indi�erently use P to denote either an approximationlevel, or the set of problems with ratios in P . For example, following this onvention, APXmeanseither the lass of problems, or the lass of �xed onstant ratios admitted by these problems.The same holds also for PTAS.7 Convergene and hardness thresholdWe now introdue and disuss the onept of the onvergene of the ratio of a PTAC, whihnaturally follows the notion of PTAC.De�nition 3. Convergene (limit with respet to k).Given a problem � and ~� 2 ~P�, the approximation ratio of (Ak)k2IN onverges to ~� if,8� > 0;9�;8k > �;8I 2 I; �(I; k) > ~�(I)(1 � �):For instane, a PTAS is a PTAC, the ratio of whih onverges to 1. From the above de�nition,one an easily see that �(I; k), seen as I-depending funtion-sequene, is uniformly equivalentto ~�(I) when k !1. This remark implies the existene of another weaker onvergene referringto the lassial notion of weak equivalene of funtion-sequenes. Under the same notations asin de�nition 3, a PTAC (Ak)k2IN admits approximation ratio weakly onverging to ~� if,8� > 0;8I 2 I;9�;8k > �; �(I; k) > ~�(I)(1 � �):For instane, for a problem �, an approximation ratio of the form p(jIj)�1=k, where p is apolynomial of jIj, is an example of weak onvergene to 1.Let us now introdue the seond type of ratio-onvergene, the onvergene with respet to I.This generalizes what in polynomial approximation is ommonly alled �asymptoti approxima-tion ratio�. In general, in either standard or di�erential approximation, in order to de�ne theasymptoti ratio, a set of instanes, alled also �interesting� instanes, is used. Many riteriaare used to express these instanes as, for example, the optimal value (see setion 1.2), the sizeof the instane or, for graph-problems, the maximum degree, or even (espeially in di�erentialapproximation) the number of feasible values of an instane ([19℄). Using asymptoti ratio on-sists of dropping the non-interesting instanes out and of studying the approximation behaviorof an algorithm only on the interesting ones. Interesting or not-interesting instanes in whihsense? A very popular general riterion for delimiting interesting from non-interesting instanesof a problem is their omputational hardness. Given an NP-omplete problem �, a sub-lass Cof I is onsidered as interesting, or hard, if � is better approximable (or even optimally solvedin polynomial time) in I n C than in C. Moreover, it is natural that one is interested in how an8



algorithm behaves on large-size instanes, i.e., on instanes the size of whih tends to 1. Thenotion of instane-hardness together with the one of instane tending to1 have produed severalmore spei� riteria about whih instanes are onsidered as interesting or not. For example,in [4℄ a notion of problem's simpliity, alled AAP-simpliity in the sequel, is de�ned as follows:a problem � is AAP-simple if its restrition to the set of instanesJM = fI 2 I : j!(I)� �(I)j 6M;M any �xed onstantgis in P. Remark that many NP-omplete problems, for example max_IS, min_SC, max_C`,min_C, BP, et., are AAP-simple. On the other hand, in [43℄ another notion of simpliity, alledPM-simpliity in what follows is de�ned: a problem � is PM-simple if its restrition to the setof instanes KM = fI 2 I : �(I) 6M;M any �xed onstantgis in P. Under this de�nition of simpliity, max_IS, min_SC, or, �nally max_C` are PM-simple, while min_C, or BP are not. Both notions delimit the interesting instanes from thenon-interesting ones in a fairly intuitive way. For example for an AAP-simple problem, interestinginstanes are the ones in I n JM , while for a PM-simple problem the interesting instanes arethe ones in I n KM . Another instane-interest riterion is the one de�ned in [19℄ relying uponthe notion of the radial problem. Informally, a problem � (with integer objetive values) isradial if, given an instane I of � and a feasible solution S 2 S(I), one an, in polynomialtime, on the one hand deteriorate S as muh as one wants (up to �nally obtain a worst-valuesolution) and, on the other hand, one an greedily improve S in order to obtain (always inpolynomial time) a sub-optimal solution (eventually the optimal one). This de�nition generatesanother boundary between interesting and non-interesting instanes, sine, as it is proved in [19℄,denoting by jv(S(I))j the number of the feasible-solution values of I and settingLM = fI 2 I : jv(S(I))j 6M;M any �xed onstantgthen the restrition of a radial problem (with integer objetive values) to instanes in JM , orin LM is in P. Here, in order to unify the di�erent riteria upon whih the several de�nitionsof interesting instanes are based, we propose the following de�nition of what we all hardnessthreshold.De�nition 4. Hardness threshold.Consider � = (I;S; vI ; opt), and an approximation level �P � P� suh that, under a omplexitytheory hypothesis (for example P6=NP) � is not approximable within �P . Then, h : I ! IN is ahardness threshold with respet to �P if, 8M 2 IN , the restrition of � to the instane-setfI 2 I; h(I) 6Mgadmits a PTAC with ratio in �P .For example, under the hypothesis P6=NP:� h(I) = n is a hardness threshold for every NP-hard problem, with respet to the approxi-mation level �P = f1g (the exat solution);� h(I) = log(max(I)), where max(I) is the largest number of the instane, is a hardnessthreshold for the weakly NP-hard problems ([23℄) with respet to �P = f1g;� h(I) = �(I) is a hardness threshold for the PM-simple NP-hard problems with respet to�P = f1g; 9



� h(I) = !(I) � �(I) is a hardness threshold for the AAP-simple NP-hard problems withrespet to �P = f1g;� h(I) = jv(S(I))j and h(I) = !(I) � �(I) are hardness thresholds for the radial NP-hardproblems (with integer objetive values) with respet to �P = f1g;� h(I) = �(G) is a hardness threshold for max_IS with respet to �P = APX;� h(I) = jfxi : xi 6 1=3gj is a hardness threshold for BP with respet to �P = f1g ([33℄).De�nition 5. Asymptoti approximation ratio (limit with respet to I).Given a problem � and a hardness threshold h with respet to an approximation level �P ,hain (Ak)k2IN has asymptoti ratio �0 2 P� if8� > 0;8k 2 IN;9H;8I 2 I; h(I) > H; �(I; k) > �0(I; k)(1 � �):Finally, let us remark that one an ombine de�nitions 3 and 5 to obtain the following de�nitionof asymptoti onvergene.De�nition 6. Asymptoti onvergene.Under the hypotheses of de�nition 5, (Ak)k2IN admits approximation ratio asymptotially on-verging to ~� 2 ~P� if8� > 0;9� 2 IN;8k > �;9H;8I 2 I; h(I) > H; �(I; k) > ~�(I)(1 � �):Let us now show that many results an very naturally (and quite elegantly) be expressed bymeans of hains onvergene.� There exists an O(nk) PTAC for max_IS ahieving approximation ratio asymptotiallyonverging to 6=�(G) ([30℄).� There exists an O(njEj) FPTAC for max_IS guaranteeing asymptoti approximation ra-tio 6=�(G) ([18℄).� There exists a SPTAC for min_3-SC with approximation ratio onverging to � = 5=7 ([28℄).� There exists an O(n log n) DFPTAC with ratio asymptotially onverging to Æ = 2=3for BP ([19℄).8 Funtional approximation-preserving redutionsWe propose in what follows a new polynomial redution, the funtional approximation-preservingredution (FP-redution). This new redution enapsulates several approximation-preservingredutions, for example the ones of [10, 40, 46℄.De�nition 7. FP-redution.Let � = (I�;S�; vI� ; opt�) and �0 = (I�0 ;S�0 ; vI�0 ; opt�0) be two NP optimization problems.A FP-redution from � to �0 with expansion g, denoted by � g� �0, is a triple (f; h; g) suh that:1. f : I� ! I�0 and, for any I 2 I�, f(I) 2 I�0 is omputable in time polynomial in jIj;2. h : I� � S�0 ! S� and, for any I 2 I� and for any S0 2 S�0(f(I)), h(I; S0) 2 S� isomputable in time polynomial in maxfjIj; jS0jg;10



3. g : P�0 ! P� is a mapping suh that, 8I 2 I� and for every PTAC (A0k)k2IN guaranteeingapproximation ratio � : (f(I); k) 7! �(f(I); k), for �0, algorithm Ak = hÆA0k Æf guaranteesapproximation ratio g(�) for �.If P � P� and P 0 � P�0 are approximation levels for � and �0, respetively, suh that g(P 0) �P , then the FP-redution transforms P 0 into P . In partiular, if P = P 0, then FP-redutionpreserves level P and will be alled level-preserving redution.Proposition 1. FP-redutions are transitive and ompose.The L-redution of [41℄ orresponds to FP-redution for whihg : � (f(I); k) 7! 1� (ab (1� � (f (I) ; k)))where a and b (a:b < 1) are onstants appearing in the original de�nition of [41℄. Here,g(PTAS) � PTAS, i.e., L-redution preserves the level of the approximation by polynomialtime approximation shemata. For minimization problems, g(APX) � APX while, for maxi-mization ones, g(APX) 6� APX, unless P = NP \ o�NP ([9℄).On the other hand, the ontinuous redution of [46℄, is an FP-redution with funtionalexpansion g : � � 7! e:� � 2 P ��� 7! 0 otherwiseHere, g(APX) � APX.In the literature ([10, 40, 41, 46℄), most of the known approximation-preserving redutionsare more restritive than the one of de�nition 7, sine they impose onditions on how optimaland approximated values are transformed. The value of the expansion (and, onsequently, ofthe new ratio) is a onsequene of these onditions. Moreover, several existing redutions usethe very strong underlying hypothesis that �0 is solved by (�xed) onstant-ratio approximationalgorithms. As we will see in the sequel, suh hypothesis is not used by FP-redution.A very interesting problem dealing with approximation-preserving redutions is how approx-imation algorithms devised for unweighted problems an be transformed to e�iently work fortheir weighted versions, in partiular when these algorithms do not guarantee onstant approx-imation ratios. There exist, to our knowledge, very few redutions between weighted and un-weighted versions of the same problem induing expansions leading to interesting approximationratios for the latters. Unfortunately, works as the ones of [11, 42℄, et., despite their interest,neither produe satisfying results, nor propose general tools for the design of suh redutions.We think that FP-redutions an ontribute to the design of suh tools. In what follows, we de-sribe some redutions guaranteeing expansions that ontribute to the ahievement of non-trivialapproximation ratios for a number of NP-hard weighted problems.Another equally interesting domain of FP-redutions is the investigation, for a given NP-hard problem, of the approximation links between its standard and di�erential approximations.In part III, we give su�ient onditions for transferring results between standard and di�erentialapproximation. Moreover we present results dealing with FP-redutions linking standard anddi�erential approximation of spei� problems.
11



Part IIIAhieving approximation results in the newframework9 Indued hereditary subgraph maximization problemsConsider a hereditary property �, an indued subgraph problem � stated with respet to �and the weighted version W� of � (we suppose that weights are positive). We propose in thissetion an FP-redution between max_� and max_W�. The underlying idea of this redutionis the following. Suppose, without loss of generality, that the subgraphs indued by all thesingletons of verties (every suh subgraph is redued to a single vertex) verify �. Partition theinput-graph G into lusters G[V (i)℄, V (i) � V , and, by ommitting the vertex-weights, omputethe solution of an unweighted max_� on any suh luster. Let S(i) be a solution for G[V (i)℄.Then, G[V (i)℄[S(i)℄ = G[S(i)℄ veri�es �; hene S(i) is feasible for G. Next, by reonsidering thevertex-weights, hoose the heaviest among the solutions obtained and argmaxvi2V fwig as the�nal solution for max_W�.Theorem 1. max_W� g� max_�, with g : � 7! O(�= log n).Proof. Fix M > 2 and set, for i = 1; : : :,V (i) = �vj 2 V : wmax(G)M i < wj 6 wmax(G)M i�1 �x = sup�` : �w �G � [16i6`V (i)�� < �w(G)2 �Gx = G � [16i6xV (i)�Gx+1 = G � [16i6x+1V (i)�Gd = G �V n [16i6xV (i)� :Of ourse, �w(Gd) > �w(G)=2 and �w(Gx+1) > �w(G)=2.Lemma 1. There exists a PTAA for max_W� ahieving approximation ratio Mx=(2n).Proof of lemma 1. The algorithm laimed onsists in simply taking v� 2 argmaxvi2V fwig asmax_W�-solution. Then, �0w(G) = wmax(G) and�w(G) 6 2�w (Gd) 6 2 jS� (Gd)jwmax (Gd) 6 2 jS� (Gd)j wmax(G)Mx :Consequently, �0w(G)�w(G) > Mx2 jS�(Gd)j > Mx2n =) �max_W�(G) > Mx2n (1)Remark 1. For every i > 1, the weight of any max_�-solution S(i) of G[V (i)℄ lies in the interval[jS(i)jwmax(G)=M i; jS(i)jwmax(G)=M i�1℄: it is at least jS(i)jwmin(G[V (i)℄) > jS(i)jwmax(G)=M iand at most jS(i)jwmax(G[V (i)℄) 6 jS(i)jwmax(G)=M i�1.Let us now prove the following lemma whih is the entral part of the proof of the theorem.12



Lemma 2. Assume x > 0.1. Let �w(G)=2 > �w(Gx) > ((M � 2)=2M)�w(G) and p 2 argmax16i6xf�w(G[V (i)℄)g.If max_� is approximable on level �max_�(G[V (p)℄) in G[V (p)℄, then max_W� is ap-proximable on level ((M � 2)=2xM2)�max_�(G).2. Let �w(Gx) 6 ((M�2)=2M)�w(G). If max_� is approximable within �max_�(G[V (x+1)℄)in G[V (x+1)℄, then max_W� is approximable on level (1=M2)�max_�(G).Proof of item 1. Obviously,�w (Gx) 6 x�w �G[V (p)℄� (remark 1)6 x ���S� �G hV (p)i���� wmax(G)Mp�1and, by the hypothesis of the item,�w(G) 6 2MM � 2�w (Gx) 6 2MM � 2x ���S� �G hV (p)i���� wmax(G)Mp�1 :On the other hand, appliation of a PTAA guaranteeing approximation ratio �max_�(G) < 1for max_� in G[V (p)℄ onstruts a solution S(p) of max_W� of weight at least���S(p)���wmin �G hV (p)i� > ���S(p)��� wmax(G)Mp :Note that S(p) is max_�-feasible for G. Moreover, starting from this solution, one an greedilyaugment it in order to �nally produe a maximal max_W�-solution for G. This �nal solutionveri�es �0w(G) > jS(p)jwmax(G)=Mp.Combination of the above expressions for �0w(G) and �w(G) yields�0w(G)�w(G) > �M � 22xM2 � ��S(p)����S� �G �V (p)����! > M � 22xM2 �max_� �G hV (p)i� > M � 22xM2 �max_�(G)and, onsequently, �max_W�(G) > M � 22xM2 �max_�(G): (2)This onludes the proof of item 1.Proof of item 2. We now suppose that �w(Gx) 6 ((M � 2)=2M)�w(G). Note that sine x isthe largest ` for whih �w(G[[16i6`V (i)℄) < �w(G)=2, set V (x+1) is non-empty.Let Sopt(Gx+1) be an optimal max_W�-solution in Gx+1 (i.e., �w(Gx+1) = w(Sopt(Gx+1))).Let S(Gx) = Sopt(Gx+1)\V (Gx) (where V (Gx) denotes the vertex-set ofGx) and S(G[V (x+1)℄) =Sopt(Gx+1)\V (x+1) (in other words, fS(Gx); S(G[V (x+1)℄)g is a partition of Sopt(Gx+1)). Sine �is hereditary, sets S(Gx) and S(G[V (x+1)℄), being subsets of Sopt(Gx+1), also verify � (and,onsequently they are feasible max_W�-solutions for Gx and G[V (x+1)℄, respetively). We thenhave: w (S (Gx)) 6 �w (Gx)w �S �G hV (x+1)i�� 6 �w �G hV (x+1)i��w (Gx+1) = w (S (Gx)) +w �S �G hV (x+1)i�� 6 �w (Gx) + �w �G hV (x+1)i�6 M � 22M �w(G) + �w �G hV (x+1)i�13



and also �w(Gx+1) > �w(G)=2. It follows from the above expressions that �w(G[V (x+1)℄) >�w(G)=M and this together with remark 1 yield, after some easy algebra,�w(G) 6 ���S� �G hV (x+1)i���� wmax(G)Mx�1 : (3)As previously, suppose that a PTAA provides a solution S(x+1) for max_� in G[V (x+1)℄, theardinality of whih is at least �max_�(G[V (x+1)℄)jS�(G[V (x+1)℄)j. Then,�0w(G) > ���S(x+1)���wmin �G[V (x+1)℄� > ��S(x+1)��wmax(G)Mx+1 (4)Combination of expressions (3) and (4) yields�0w(G)�w(G) > � 1M2� ��S(x+1)����S� �G �V (x+1)����! > 1M2�max_� �G hV (x+1)i� > 1M2 �max_�(G):Therefore, �max_W�(G) > 1M2�max_�(G) (5)and this onludes the proof of item 2 and of the lemma.Remark 2. For the ase where x = 0, i.e., �w(G[V (1)℄) > �w(G)=2, arguments similar to theones of the proof of item 2 in lemma 2 lead to �max_W�(G) = �0w(G)=�w(G) > �max_�(G)=2M ,better than the one of expression (5).Consider now the following algorithm where we take up the ideas of lemmata 1 and 2 and where,for a graph G0, we denote by A(G0) the solution-set provided by the exeution of the �-PTAA Aon the unweighted version of G0.BEGIN (*WA*)fix a onstant M > 2;partition V in sets V(i)  fvk : wmax=Mi < wk 6 wmax=Mi�1g;S(0)  v� 2 fargmaxvi2Vfwigg;OUTPUT argmaxfw(S(0)); w(A(G[V(i)℄)); i = 1; : : :g;END. (*WA*)Revisit expressions (1), (2) and (5). It is easy to see that�max_W�(G) > �WA(G) > max�Mx2n ;min�M � 22M2x �max_�(G); 1M2 �max_�(G)�� (6)By expression (1) and by the fat that the approximation ratio of any PTAA for max_W� mustbe less than 1 (max_W� being a maximization problem), x 6 O(logM n). Taking this valuefor x into aount in expression 6, onludes the proof of the theorem whih, obviously, worksalso in the ase where weights are exponential in n.10 Maximum independent set10.1 A �rst improvement of the approximation of the maximum-weight indepen-dent set via theorem 1It is well-known ([46℄) that, 8k > 1, the general weighted independent set problem polynomiallyredues to max_PWIS(k) (the max_WIS-subproblem where the weights are bounded by nk),14



by a simple saling and rounding tehnique. This redution preserves (within a fator of (1� �))the ratios for max_WIS and max_PWIS(k), 8k > 1, and works also for instane-dependingratios. On the other hand, the following approximation preserving redution from max_PWISto max_IS working only for onstant ratios is established in [46℄.De�nition 8. Given a weighted graph (G = (V;E); ~w), an unweighted graph Gw = (Vw; Ew)an be onstruted in the following way:Vw = f(u; i) : u 2 V; i 2 f1; : : : ; wuggEw = f(u; i)(v; j) : i 2 f1; : : : ; wug ; j 2 f1; : : : ; wvg ; u 6= v; uv 2 Eg :In other words, every vertex u of V is replaed by an independent set Wu of size wu in Gw andevery edge uv of E orresponds in Gw to a omplete bipartite graph between Wu and Wv.One an easily show that every independent set S of G of total weight w(S) indues, in Gw, theindependent set f(s; i) : s 2 S; i 2 f1; : : : ; wsgg of size w(S), and onversely, for every indepen-dent set Sw of Gw, the set S = fu 2 V : 9i 2 f1; : : : ; wug; (u; i) 2 Swg is an independent setof weight w(S) > jSwj. Consequently, �w(G) = �(Gw) and, by applying a �(G)-approximationmax_IS-algorithm to Gw, one an derive an approximated max_WIS-solution of (G; ~w) guar-anteeing ratio �(Gw).By the above redution, a ratio �(n;�(G)), non-inreasing in �, for max_IS transforms toa ratio �(w(V ); wmax(G)�(Gw)) > �(w(V ); wmax(G)�(G)) for max_WIS, i.e., exept from thease of onstant approximation ratios, the redution above results in max_WIS-ratios dependingon the weights. More preisely, the following result an be easily proved.Proposition 2. For every � > 0 and every onstant k > 0, there exists an FP-redutionfrom max_WIS to max_IS transforming approximation level �(n;�; �) for the latter into ap-proximation level onverging to �(n1+�w(V )=wmax(G); n1+��; �w) > �(n2+�; n1+��;�) for theformer.Unfortunately, the approximation results known for max_IS do not allow ahievement of inter-esting approximation ratios for max_WIS using proposition 2.Revisit expression (6) in the proof of theorem 1 and let � be max_IS. Set, for every k,M = 6. Then:� if x > k log log n= logM , then �max_WIS(G) > logk n=2n;� if x 6 k log log n= logM , then �max_WIS(G) > 0:099�max_IS(G)=(k log log n)and the following theorem holds.Theorem 2. For every �xed `, every approximation level �max_IS(G) for max_IS an betransformed into approximation level�max_WIS(G) > min( log` n2n ; 0:099�IS(G)` log log n ) :In terms of n, the best-known approximation ratio for max_IS is, to our knowledge, O(log2 n=n)ahieved by the max_IS-PTAA of [7℄. Embedding it in �max_IS(G)-expression of theorem 2, weobtain the following onluding theorem.Theorem 3. �max_WIS(G) > O� log2 nn log logn� :The above result improves by a fator O(log logn) the best-known approximation ratio funtionof n for max_WIS (O(log2 n=(n log2 logn)), due to [27℄).15



10.2 Approximation hains for maximum independent set with ratios funtions ofgraph-degree10.2.1 An approximation hain with ratio funtion of �(G)The main result of this setion is based upon the following fats; fat 1 is proved in [18℄ whilefat 2 is proved in [1, 30℄.Fat 1. If there exists an algorithm guaranteeing, for every ` 2 IN and every graph withoutlique of order `, an approximation ratio �` for max_IS, then, for every graph G, forevery � > 0 and for every � > 0, there exists an algorithm guaranteeing for max_ISapproximation ratio bounded below bymin��; �0(1� �)�`; 2(`� �)(1� �)�(G) + 2 �where �0 is suh that 1=(`� �) = (1=`) + �0.Fat 2. There exists a �xed onstant  suh that, for every onstant `, there exists a polynomialtime approximation algorithm L_FREE(`; G) suh that, for every graph G of order nwithout liques of order `, it provides an independent set of ardinality greater than, orequal to, n[log[(log �(G))=`℄℄=�(G).Consider now the following algorithm of time-omplexity O(maxfnjEj; T (`; n);�(G)`�2jEjg)where by T (`; n) we denote the omplexity of L_FREE.BEGIN (*MDCHAIN*)S  any non-empty independent set;REPEAT b1 FALSE;b2 FALSE;IF 9v 2 V n S : �(v) \ S = ;THEN S S [ fvg;ELSE b1 TRUE;FIIF 9fu; vg � V n S : (�(u) [ �(v)) \ S = fsg; uv =2 ETHEN S (S n fsg) [ fu; vg;ELSE b2 TRUE;FIUNTIL b1 AND b2;~V fv 2 V n S : ÆS(v) > 2g [ S;ompute a maximal olletion C` of disjoint `-liques in G[~V℄;X`  fv 2 ~V : v =2 [C2C`Cg;S`  L_FREE(`; G[X`℄);OUTPUT S argmaxfjSj; jS`jg;END (*MDCHAIN*)Consider a onstant � and set ` = d(�=2)e + 1. Then, using fats 1 and 2 and appropriatelyhoosing � and �, the following theorem holds.Theorem 4. ([18℄) For every �xed integer onstant �, algorithm MDCHAIN is a PTAC guar-anteeing asymptoti (with respet to hardness threshold �(G)) approximation ratio �=�(G)for max_IS in time O(nd�=2e). 16



10.2.2 An approximation hain with improved ratio funtion of �(G)We �rst reall the well-known greedy max_IS-algorithm, alled GREEDY in the sequel.BEGIN (*GREEDY*)S ;;REPEAT v argminvi2VfÆ(vi)g;S S [ fvg;V V n (fvg [ �(v));G G[V℄;UNTIL V = ;;END. (*GREEDY*)The improvement of the result of theorem 4 is based upon the following fats, the �rst provedin [18℄ and the seond in [47℄.Fat 4. Consider, for every �xed integer onstant `, the simultaneous existene of L_FREE(`; G)and of an algorithm omputing, for every graph G, a maximal independent set of sizeat least nf(G). Then, there exists a PTAC solving max_IS within approximation ratiobounded below by minf�0�`; (`��)f(G)g, where �` is the approximation ratio of L_FREEand �0 is suh that 1=(` � �) = (1=`) + �0.Fat 5. GREEDY omputes, in a graphG, a maximal independent set of size at least n=(�(G)+1).BEGIN (*ADCHAIN*)S GREEDY(G);ompute a maximal olletion C` of disjoint `-liques in G;X`  fv 2 V : v =2 [C2C`Cg;S`  L_FREE(`; G[X`℄);OUTPUT S argmaxfjSj; jS`jg;END. (*ADCHAIN*)Using fats 4 and 5 with ` = � and � = 1, the following theorem holds.Theorem 5. ([18℄) For every �xed integer onstant �, ADCHAIN guarantees, in O(n�), asymp-toti (with respet to hardness threshold �(G)) approximation ratio bounded below bymin� ��(G) ; �0 log log�(G)�(G) �where �0 = 0=(�(� � 1)), for a �xed onstant 0.The result of theorem 5 further improves (sometimes quite largely) the result of theorem 4.10.3 Towards 
(1=�) -approximationsIn this setion we show how one an use the lique-removal method of [7℄ to obtain, for every �,
(1=�)-approximations for max_IS and max_WIS. The authors of [7℄ repeatedly all a pro-edure omputing either a k-lique (lique of order k), or an independent set of expetive size.At most n=k liques an so be deteted, while at eah lique-deletion the independene numberdereases no more than 1. If the independene number of the initial graph is large enough, alarge independent set is neessarily deteted during one exeution of the proedure. In all, thefollowing theorem summarizes the thought proess of [7℄.17



Theorem 6. ([7℄) There exists an O(nm) algorithm (denoted by LARGEIS in what follows),omputing, for every graph G of order n with �(G) > n=k +m and k suh that 2 6 k 6 2 log n,an independent set of size O(m1=(k�1)).In [7℄ k is not supposed to be onstant; ratio log2 n=n for LARGEIS is obtained for k = O(log n). Ifwe set k = (log n=(`(n) log logn))+1, where ` is a mapping suh that, 8x > 0, 0 < `(x) 6 log log xand m = n=k2, then an analysis similar to the one for theorem 6 leads to the following.Theorem 7. For every funtion ` with 0 < `(x) 6 log log x, 8x > 0, there exist onstants Cand K suh that algorithm LARGEIS omputes, for every graph G of order n > C, an independentset S suh that if �(G) > `(n)n log log n= log n, then jSj > K log`(n) n.Let `, C and K be as in theorem 7, denote by EXHAUST an exhaustive-searh algorithm formaximum independent set, and onsider the following algorithm.BEGIN (*STABLE*)IF n 6 CTHEN OUTPUT S EXHAUST(G);ELSE OUTPUT S argmaxfLARGEIS(G); GREEDY(G)g;FIEND. (*STABLE*)If n 6 C, then EXHAUST omputes in onstant time a maximum independent set for G. So,suppose n > C and onsider ases �(G) > `(n)n log logn= log n and �(G) < `(n)n log logn= log n.� If �(G) > `(n)n log log n= logn, then, by theorem 7, STABLE guarantees jSj > K log`(n) n;sine �(G) 6 n, the approximation ratio obtained is at least K log`(n) n=n;� if �(G) < `(n)n log log n= logn, then by Turán's theorem ([47℄) jSj > n=(� + 1), and theapproximation ratio obtained is log n=(`(n)(�+ 1) log log n).Sine GREEDY is of time linear in jEj, STABLE has the same worst-ase time-omplexity as LARGEIS.So, the following theorem onludes the above disussion.Theorem 8. Consider ` suh that, 8x > 0, 0 < `(x) 6 log log x. Then STABLE ahieves ratioson approximation level�max_IS(G) > min(K log`(n) nn ; log n`(n)(�+ 1) log log n) :If log logn > ` > 2 (in partiular if ` is onstant), either log`(n) n=n, or log n=(`(n)(�+1) log log n)orresponds to a signi�ant improvement with respet to O((log2 n)=n) and k=�, respetively.In terms of graph-degree, this is, to our knowledge, the �rst 
(1=�) approximation resultfor max_IS. Also, logn`(n)(�+ 1) log log n > log �(�+ 1) log2 log� > log log�� :Ratio log log�=� for max_IS was, up to now, the only known 
(1=�) ratio for max_IS (pre-sented in [30℄). But the algorithm of [30℄ has the drawbak to be polynomial only if � is boundedabove. Moreover, the omplexity of algorithm STABLE is O(nm), whereas the O(k=�) ratio of [18℄is obtained by a PTAA of omplexity O(nk). Of ourse, our result does not guarantee a ratio al-ways bounded below by log n=(`(n)(�+1) log logn). If the minimum in theorem 8 is O(log`(n) =n),18



then the ratio guaranteed is largely superior to the best-known n-depending ratio for IS (for in-stane, onsider the ase `(n) = log logn). In fat, if K log`(n) n=n 6 log n=(`(n)(�+1) log log n)and n > C0, for a �xed C0, then n=� > K`(n)(log logn) log`(n)�1 n and in this ase GREEDYguarantees ratio bounded below by log`(n)�1 n=n. In all, the following orollary an be dedued.Corollary 1. Given a graph G and ` suh that, 8n, 2 < `(n) 6 log log n, at least one of thetwo following onditions holds:1. GREEDY guarantees ratio bounded below by log`(n)�1 n=n (improving the best known �(n)-ratio if ` > 3);2. STABLE guarantees ratio bounded below by log n=(`(n)(� + 1) log log n) (ahieving so ra-tio 
(1=�)).The disussion above draws an interesting remark about the instane-parameters expressingnon-onstant approximation ratios. Until now, studies about the approximation of max_IS werelimited in expressing ratio using only one instane-parameter (either the size or the degree). Theresults of this setion show that onsidering both parameters, it is possible to reah tighter andmore interesting approximation ratios.Combination of theorems 8 and 2 allows the ahievement of important approximation resultsalso for max_WIS.Theorem 9. For every onstant k, max_WIS an be approximated within ratios on the levelmin( logk nn ; 0:099 log nk(k + 1)(� + 1) log2 logn) > min( logk nn ; 0:099 log �k(k + 1)(�+ 1) log2 log�) :In other words, theorem 9 guarantees for max_WIS the existene of PTAAs ahieving either n-depending ratios muh better than the ones known for max_IS (and omparable with the onesof orollary 1), or the �rst 
(1=�) ratios for max_WIS (reall that the best-known �(�)-ratiofor max_WIS � without restritions on � � was, until now, the one of [27℄, bounded belowby 3=(� + 2)).10.4 Further improvementsIn this setion, we propose a polynomial approximation result for max_WIS not dedued byredution from the unweighted ase. It improves all the approximation results of setion 10.3,for both weighted and unweighted ases, but the orresponding omplexity is higher.10.4.1 A weighted version of Turán's theoremReall that �w(G) =Pv2V w(�(v))=w(V ) (note that �w(G) 6 �(G)) and onsider the followingalgorithm for max_WIS.BEGIN (*WGREEDY*)S ;;WHILE V 6= ; DOv argminVfw(�(v))=w(v)g;S S [ fvg;V V n (fvg [ �(v));update E;ODOUTPUT S; END. (*WGREEDY*) 19



Then, the following easy theorem holds (an unweighted version of it � see also [29℄ � is the famousTurán's theorem).Theorem 10. For every weighted-graph with maximum degree �, algorithm WGREEDY omputesan independent set of weight at least w(V )=(�w(G) + 1) > w(V )=(� + 1).Proof. Consider algorithm WGREEDY and suppose that its WHILE loop is exeuted t times. Fori 2 f1; : : : tg let us denote by Gi = (Vi; Ei) the surviving graph at the beginning of iteration i,by vi the vertex seleted during the ith exeution and by �i(v) the neighborhood of v in Gi.Then, 8i 2 f1; : : : tg,Xv2(fvig[�(vi))w(�(v)) > Xv2(fvig[�i(vi))w (�i(v)) > w (�i (vi))wvi (wvi + w (�i (vi))) (7)and, onsequently, by adding side-by-side the expressions (7) above, for i = 1 : : : t, we get (notethat V = [i=1:::tffvig [ �i(vi)g),w(V )�w > tXi=1 w (�i (vi))wvi (wvi + w (�i (vi))) : (8)On the other hand, w(V ) = tXi=1 (wvi + w (�i (vi))) (9)and using expressions (8) and (9), we get by the Cauhy-Shwarz inequalityw(V ) (�w + 1) > tXi=1 (wvi +w (�i (vi)))2wvi > (w(V ))2tPi=1wviwhih onludes the proof sine the weight of the greedy solution is Pti=1wvi .An easy orollary of theorem 10 is that whenever �w(G) 6 w(V )=k, then WGREEDY ahievesin G ratio k=(�+1) for max_WIS. Consequently, in order to devise O(k=�)-approximations forevery graph, one an fous him/herself on the approximation of max_WIS in graphs with largeweighted independene number. For an integer funtion k = k(n) 6 n, we denote by max_WISkthe lass of graphs with �w(G) > w(V )=k; for reasons of simpliity we assimilate this lass withthe orresponding max_WIS-subproblem. The work of [7℄ and its improvement by [3℄ showhow max_ISk (the unweighted version of max_WISk) an be approximated within O(n�k�1)where �k depends only on k (note that using the redution of [46℄, one immediately gets aratio O(w(V )�k�1) for max_WIS).10.4.2 Graph oloring and the approximation of max_WISkIn this setion, we adapt the method of [3℄ (originally devised for the unweighted max_IS) tothe weighted ase and relate the approximation of max_WISk to the oloring of a lass of graphs(alled Gk+1 in the sequel) ontaining the (k + 1)-olorable graphs. We �rst reall two notionsvery losely related, the Lovász �-funtion and the orthonormal representation of a graph.De�nition 9. ([37℄) Consider a graph G = (V;E), V = f1; : : : ng:the Lovász �-funtion �(G) of G is the maximum value ofPni;j=1 bij where B = (bij)i;j=1:::nranges over all positive semide�nite symmetri matries with trae 1 and suh that bij = 0for every pair (i; j), i 6= j; ij 2 E; 20



the orthonormal representation of G is a system of n unit vetors (~ui)i=1:::n in a n-dimensional Eulidean spae, suh that for every (i; j) suh that ij =2 E, ~ui and ~uj areorthogonal.Proposition 3. ([37℄) Given a graph G, the following holds:� given an orthonormal representation (~ui)i=1:::n of G, and a unit vetor ~d, there exists i 2f1; : : : ng suh that �(G) 6 1=(~d � ~ui)2;� �(G) 6 �(G) 6 �( �G).For an integer funtion ` = `(n) 6 n, set G` = fG : �( �G) 6 `g. By proposition 3, every`-olorable graph belongs to G`. In [34℄ it is shown that every graph in G` with order n andmaximum degree � an be olored with O(minf�1�2=` log3=2 n; n1�3=(`+1) log1=2 ng) olors inrandomized polynomial time ([34℄). The algorithm of [34℄ has been derandomized later in [38℄.Theorem 11. Let k = k(n) 6 n be an integer funtion and fk(x; y) be a funtion fromIN � IN to IN , non-dereasing with respet to both x and y. If there exists a O(T (n)) algo-rithm A omputing, for every graph G 2 Gk+1, jV j 6 n, a fk(n;�)-oloring, then there existsa O(maxfn3; T (n)g) PTAA for max_WISk guaranteeing ratio 1=(k(k + 1)fk(n;�)).Proof. Let (G = (V;E); ~w) be an instane of WISk of order n and Gw be as in de�nition 8 ofsetion 9. Sine the weights are supposed to be integral and �w(G) > w(V )=k, we have�w(G) = � (Gw) > w(V )k + 1 + w(V )k(k + 1) + 1k :In [25℄ it is shown that:� �(Gw) is equal to the maximum value of Pni;j=1pwiwjbij , where bij are as in de�nition 9;� one an ompute, in O(n3) by the ellipsoid method, a positive semide�nite symmetrimatrix B = (bij)i;j=1:::n satisfyingnPi=1 nPj=1pwiwjbij > �(Gw)� 12k > 0 ij =2 Ebij = 0 ij 2 E (10)Given that B is symmetri and positive semide�nite, there exist n vetors ûi 2 IRn, i 2f1; : : : ng (IRn being seen as Eulidean spae) suh that, 8(i; j) 2 f1; : : : ng2, ûi � ûj = bij.In partiular, we have bii > 0. For our purpose we just need to ompute n vetors ~ui satisfyingthe following expression (11) for � = 1=(2knw(V )):~ui � ~uj = bij; i 6= jj~uij2 = bii + � > 0nPi=1 j~uij2 = Tr(B) + n� = 1 + n����� nPi=1pwi ~ui����2 > nPi=1 nPj=1pwiwjbij (11)Suh vetors an be seen as non-zero approximations of ûi, i = 1 : : : n. The system of ve-tors (~ui)i=1:::n an be omputed ([24℄) by applying Cholesky's deomposition to the symmetri21



positive de�nite matrix B + �I (where I is the identity matrix); one gets (in O(n3)) an n-dimensional triangular matrix U suh that B = tUU � �I. Let then (~ui)i=1:::n be the olumnsof U ; they learly satisfy expression (11).Set, for i 2 f1; : : : ng, ~d = nPi=1pwi ~ui���� nPi=1pwi ~ui����~zi = ~uij~uijand note that ~zi onstitutes an orthonormal representation of �G. Without loss of generality, wean assume that (~d � ~z1)2 > (~d � ~z2)2 > : : : (~d � ~zn)2.Lemma 3. Set j = max(i 2 f1; : : : ; ng : i�1Xl=1 wl 6 w(V )k(k + 1)) (12)K = G [fvi : i = 1; : : : ; jg℄ :Then, (~d � ~zj)2 > 1=(k + 1) whih implies K 2 Gk+1.Proof of lemma 3. By Cauhy-Shwarz inequality and expressions (10) and (11), we get:(1 + n�) nXi=1 wi �~d � ~zi�2 =  nXi=1 j~uij2! nXi=1 wi �~d � ~zi�2 >  nXi=1 ~d � pwi ~ui!2 = ����� nXi=1 pwi ~ui�����2> nXi=1 nXj=1pwiwjbij > � (Gw)� 12k > � (Gw)� 12k> w(V )k + 1 + w(V )k(k + 1) + 12k (13)On the other hand, sine for i 2 f1; : : : ng, ~d � ~zi 6 1, (reall that ~d and ~zi, i = 1 : : : n are unitvetors), (1 + n�) nXi=1 wi �~d � ~zi�2 6 nXi=1 wi �~d � ~zi�2 + 12k : (14)Consequently, ombining expressions (13) and (14), we getnXi=1 wi �~d � ~zi�2 > w(V )k + 1 + w(V )k(k + 1) : (15)Reall that (~d � ~z1)2 > (~d � ~z2)2 > : : : (~d � ~zn)2. We have (~d � ~zj)2 > 1=(k + 1) > 0 sine, in theopposite ase, nXi=1 wi �~d � ~zi�2 6 j�1Xi=1 wi + nXi=j wi �~d � ~zj�2 < w(V )k + 1 + w(V )k(k + 1)whih ontradits expression (15). 22



As notied in [3℄, (~d � ~zj)2 > 1=(k + 1) > 0 implies that the subgraph K of G indued byverties vi, i = 1 : : : j, satis�es �( �K) 6 k + 1; this follows from the fat that ~zi, i 2 f1; : : : jg,is an orthonormal representation of �K with value less than 1=(~d � ~zj)2 6 k + 1 (see [37℄). Notethat this expression holds for the unweighted �-funtion of G; so, K 2 Gk+1. This ompletes theproof of lemma 3.Lemma 3 is originally proved in [3℄ for the ase of (unweighted) max_IS. As one an see fromthe above proof, extension of it for max_WIS is non-trivial.Let us now ontinue the proof of theorem 11. By lemma 3, the algorithm A (laimed in thestatement of theorem 11) omputes a fk(n;�)-oloring of K. Then, the maximum-weight oloris an independent set of K = (VK ; EK) (and of G) of total weight at least w(VK)=fk(j;�(K)).Sine w(VK) > w(V )=(k(k + 1)) (see expression 12), j 6 n and �(K) 6 �, the maximum-weight olor is an independent set of G of weight at least w(V )=(k(k + 1)fk(n;�)). On theother hand �w(G) 6 w(V ), and onsequently the following algorithm WIS_k guarantees ratio1=(k(k + 1)fk(n;�)) for max_WISk.BEGIN (*WIS_k*)(1) ompute the matrix B = (bij)i;j=1;:::n by the ellipsoid method;(2) � 1=(2knw(V));(3) ompute the Cholesky's deomposition of B+ �I;(4) ompute vetors ~d and ~zi; i 2 f1; : : : ng;(5) sort verties in dereasing order with respet to (~d � ~zi)2;(6) ompute j and K;(7) IF (~d � ~zj)2 > 1=(k+ 1)(8) THEN(9) all A to ompute a oloring (C1; : : : Cl) of K;(10) S argmaxfw(Ci) : i = 1 : : : lg;(11) omplete S to obtain a maximal independent set of G;(12) ELSE S ;;(13) FI(14) OUTPUT S;END. (*WIS_k*)To onlude the proof of the theorem, let us note that lines (1) and (3) are exeuted in O(n3),line (5) in O(n log n) and line (11) in O(n2). Finally, the time-omplexity of line (9) is boundedabove by T (n).Of ourse, unless P=NP, inlusion of a graph in max_WISk annot be polynomially de-ided. However, algorithm WIS_k runs on every graph within the same omplexity. In fat(by instrution (7)), if K 2 Gk+1, then algorithm A returns a non-empty independent set S;otherwise, S = ;. Consequently, if S 6= ; (in partiular if G 2 max_WISk), algorithm WIS_kguarantees the ratio laimed by theorem 11. In the opposite ase, the input-graph does notbelong to max_WISk.Using for A, the derandomized version of [34℄ presented in [38℄, theorem 11 leads to thefollowing approximation result for max_WISk, for 2 6 k(n) 6 n.Corollary 2. max_WISk is approximable within ratios on approximation level�WISk(G) > 1k(k + 1)�1�2=(k+1) log3=2 n:
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10.4.3 The main resultConsider now the following algorithm, the worst-time omplexity of whih is the same as the oneof WIS_k.BEGIN (*WIS*)OUTPUT S argmaxfw(WIS_k(G)); w(WGREEDY(G))g;END. (*WIS*)By theorems 10 and 11, 90 suh that�max_WIS(G) > min( k�+ 1 ; 0k(k + 1)�1� 2k+1 log 32 n) : (16)By an easy but somewhat tedious algebra, one an prove that the right-hand side of expres-sion (16) is at least as large asmin( k�+ 1 ; k(k + 1) 1+3k2 log 3(k+1)4 n) (17)for a onstant . Let us suppose k onstant. Then, the following theorem holds.Theorem 12. For any �xed integer k > 2 and for t = 3(k + 1)=4, max_WIS is approximablewithin ratios on approximation level�max_WIS(G) > min� k(� + 1) ; O �log�t n�� :Furthermore, in the ase where minfk=(� + 1); O(log�t n)g = O(log�t n), �+1 6 O(logt n) andthen algorithm WGREEDY already guarantees a wonderful (given the result in [31℄) approximationratio.Corollary 3. Consider a graph G and k > 2. Then, there exists t > 0 suh that at least one ofthe two following onditions holds:1. algorithm WGREEDY ahieves ratio bounded below by O(log�t n);2. algorithm WIS is a PTAC ahieving ratio bounded below by k=(� + 1).Revisit expression (17) and set k = log n=(3 log log n); then,9n0 > 1;8n > n0; 1k (k + 1) 1+3k2 log 3(k+1)4 n 6 n4=5and, sine instanes with n 6 n0 an be solved by exhaustive searh in onstant time, thefollowing theorem holds and onludes the setion.Theorem 13. max_WIS is approximable within ratios on approximation level�max_WIS(G) > min� logn3(� + 1) log log n;O �n�4=5�� :
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11 Maximum-weight liqueWe desribe in this setion a new FP-redution, working for both weighted and unweighted ases,between independent set and lique. Let us note that the lassial redution �independent setin G � lique in �G� preserves onstant ratios as well as ratios depending only on n but it doesnot preserve ratios depending on �.Let G = (V;E) be an instane of max_KL and let V = f1; : : : ; ng. We onsider the n graphsGi = G[fig [�(i)℄, i = 1; : : : ; n and denote by ni their respetive orders. We also onsider the ngraphs �Gi. Then, the following proposition holds (reall that in every graph G, the size of amaximum lique is never greater than �(G) + 1).Proposition 4. For every i 2 f1; : : : ; ng, the following three fats hold:1. ni 6 �(G) + 1 and �( �Gi) 6 �(G);2. liques (resp., independent sets) of Gi (resp., �Gi) are also liques (resp., independent sets)of G (resp �G); moreover, 9i� suh that a maximum lique (resp., independent set) of Gi�(resp., �Gi�) is exatly a maximum lique (resp., independent set) of G (resp., �G);3. items 1 and 2 hold also for max_WKL and max_WIS if we onsider weighted liques andindependent sets.Let A be any max_WIS-PTAA ahieving ratio �(n;�); we shall use it to produe a max_WKL-solution for G. This an be done by the following algorithm.BEGIN (*WKL*)OUTPUT K  argmaxfw(A(�Gi)) : i = 1; : : : ; ng;END. (*WKL*)Sine K is an independent set of �G, it is a lique (of the same weight) in G. Moreover, byitems 1 and 2 of proposition 4, algorithm WKL ahieves, in polynomial time, approximationratio �(� + 1;�) for max_WKL.The redution just desribed is, to our knowledge, the �rst one preserving �(�) ratios betweenindependent set and lique (in both weighted and unweighted ases).Given the IS result of [7℄ and the one of theorem 3 we onlude the following.Theorem 14.1. max_KL is approximable within ratios on level�max_KL > O� log2�� � ;2. max_WKL is approximable within ratios on level�max_WKL > O� log2��log log�� :The results of theorem 14 represent, to our knowledge, the �rst non-trivial �(�) ratios for thelique-problem.The disussion above shows that, when dealing with max_KL, every approximation ratio f(n)an be transformed into approximation ratio f(�) and vie-versa. Suh a result remains still anopen problem when dealing with max_IS. 25



12 Maximum `-olorable indued subgraphLet us note that we an assume ` < �. If not, then G0 = G (see the de�nition of max_C`in setion 2 and reall that the polynomial time oloring-algorithm of [36℄ always guarantees a�-oloring of G, unless G is a (� + 1)-lique). Consider the graph `G = (`V; `E) de�ned asfollows: `V = V � f1; : : : ; `g`E = �(v; i) �v0; j� : ��(i = j) ^ vv0 2 E� _ �(i 6= j) ^ �v = v0���	For max_WC` the weight of vertex (v; i) equals wv, 8i = 1; : : : ; `. The following holds for `G:8<: ��`V �� = `n� �`G� = �(G) + `� 1� �`G� = �(G) + `� 1 (18)(for all (vk; i) 2 `V , vk 2 V , i 6 `, the degree of (vk; i) equals the degree of vk plus ` � 1).Moreover,1. if S � `V is an independent set of `G, then the family Si = fv 2 V : (v; i) 2 Sg,i = 1; : : : ; `, is a olletion of mutually disjoint independent sets of G; so, the graph G[[iSi℄is `-olorable;2. onversely, for every `-olorable subgraph G0 = (V 0; E0) of G and for every `-oloring(S1; : : : ; S`) of G0, the set S = f(v; i) : i 2 f1; : : : ; `g; v 2 Sig is an independent set of `G.Consequently, every independent set (resp., maximum independent set) of a ertain size in `Gorresponds to an `-olorable indued subgraph (resp., maximum-order `-olorable indued sub-graph) of the same order in G and vie-versa. The same orrespondene holds between max_WISand max_WC` if one onsiders weights instead of sizes.12.1 ` is a �xed onstantBy theorems 8 and 13, the following onluding theorem holds for max_C` and max_WC`.Theorem 15. Consider f suh that, 8x > 0, f(x) 6 log log x. Then,1. max_C` is approximable within ratios on level�max_C`(G) > min(O logf(`n) nn ! ; log nf(`n)(�+ 1) log logn) ;2. max_WC` is approximable within ratios on level�max_WC`(G) > min� logn3(� + 1) log logn;O �n�4=5�� :12.2 ` depends on graph-parametersFor max_WC`, let us onsider the following algorithm where by �_COLOR we denote the �-oloring algorithm of [36℄ and by WIS the algorithm of setion 10.4.3.26



BEGIN (*WCL*)(1) IF ` 6 �1=9(2) THEN onstrut `G;(3) WIS(`G);(4) OUTPUT G[[iSi℄ (item 1 just above);(5) ELSE �_COLOR(G);(6) OUTPUT the subgraph indued by the d�1=9e heaviest olors;(7) FIEND. (*WCL*)Theorem 16. max_WC` is approximable within ratios on level�max_WC`(G) > min� log n�log logn;O �n�8=9�� :Proof. If ` 6 �1=9, then following expression (18), the solution omputed by algorithm WCL inline (4) guarantees ratios on approximation levelmin( logn+ log�1=93 ��+�1=9� log �logn+ log�1=9� ; O� 1n4=5n 19 45 �) n>n0> min� logn6� log logn;O� 1n8=9�� (19)On the other hand, if ` > �1=9, let us prove that the total weight of the solution omputed atline (6) veri�es �(G) > �1=9w(V )� (20)Consider �rst that the heaviest of the non-hosen olors (let us denote by wrmax its weight) hasweight at least w(V )=�. Then, sine the olors hosen by WCL are heavier than it, expression (20)holds. Suppose now that wrmax 6 w(V )=� and denote byW the total weight of the olors hosenat line (6). Then, it is easy to see that w(V ) 6W+(���1=9)wrmax and on the hypothesis wrmax 6w(V )=� this implies expression (20) whih together with the fat that �(G) 6 w(V ), introduesan approximation ratio ��8=9. Then, omparison of this ratio with the one of expression (19)onludes the proof of the theorem.Of ourse, the results of theorem 16 hold also for max_C`.13 Minimum hromati sumLet us onsider the following standard �exavation shema� originally introdued in [32℄. In suha shema one solves a minimization graph-problem �min by iteratively solving a maximizationsub-problem �max and by removing from the input-graph the subsequent solutions of the latter.Consider min_CHS instead of �min and max_IS instead of �max and let IS be any max_IS-algorithm. We then have the following instantiation of the exavation shema.BEGIN (*EXCAVATION*)i 0;WHILE V 6= ; DOi i+ 1;Ci  IS(G);V V n Ci;remove from E the edges adjaent to verties of Ci;OD 27



OUTPUT C fj = 1; : : : ; t : t is the last i suh that V n Ci�1 6= ;g;END. (*EXCAVATION*)In other words, algorithm EXCAVATION iteratively olors the verties of an independent set by anunused olor and removes the independent sets olored from the urrent graph.Theorem 17. ([5℄)1. If algorithm IS guarantees approximation ratio �(G) for max_IS, then algorithm EXCAVA-TION guarantees approximation ratio 4�(G) for min_CHS.2. If algorithm IS is an optimal algorithm for max_WIS, then algorithm EXCAVATION guar-antees approximation ratio 4 for min_WCHS.In what follows, by devising an FP-redution, we extend item 2 of theorem 17 to work not onlywhen algorithm IS is optimal for max_WIS but also in the ase where it is any PTAA.Theorem 18. If algorithm IS guarantees approximation ratio �(G) for max_WIS, thenalgorithm EXCAVATION guarantees approximation ratio 4�(G) for min_WCHS.Proof. Given a vertex-weighted graph (G; ~w), let us denote by D the LCM of the denominatorsof the omponents of ~w and set ~~w = D:~w. Obviously, omponents of ~~w are integral. Considernow the graph G ~w (de�nition 8) and any subgraph H = (VH ; EH) of G. Then:� appliation of algorithm IS in H determines an independent set SH orresponding to anindependent set ~SH of H ~w of ardinality ~w(SH);� if w(SH)=�w(H) > �(H), then j ~SH j=�(H ~w) > �(H) (remark that w(SH)=�w(H) =~w(SH)=� ~w(H));� if H 0 and H 00 are the subgraphs of H and H ~w, respetively, obtained by removing vertex-sets SH and ~SH , then H 00 = H 0~w.Consequently, supposing that an algorithm WIS solves max_WIS in G within ratio �WIS(G) =�(G), appliation of algorithm WIS in G an be equivalently seen as an appliation of an algorithmsolving (unweighted) max_IS in G ~w within ratio �(G) (and not �(G ~w)).Starting from any oloring ~C 0 = ( ~C1; : : : ; ~Cl0) of G ~w, one an easily dedue a oloring ~C =( ~C1; : : : ; ~Cl), l 6 l0, for G ~w and a oloring C = (C1; : : : ; Cl) of G suh that ~w(Ci) = j ~Cij,i = 1; : : : ; l. Therefore, the value of the min_WCHS-solution C of G is Pli=1 i ~w(Ci) whih isexatly the value of the min_CHS-solution ~C in G ~w. Of ourse the same holds if we divide allthe above quantities by D.In all, if we onsider a max_WIS-PTAA WIS guaranteeing approximation ratio �(G), itsappliation in G an be simulated to the appliation of a max_IS-PTAA IS in G ~w guaranteeingthe same ratio �(G). Extending this argument, appliation of EXCAVATION(WIS) in G an besimulated to the appliation of EXCAVATION(IS) in G ~w. By item 1 of theorem 17, this latteralgorithm guarantees for min_CHS approximation ratio 4�(G). Consequently, this ratio is alsothe ratio of EXCAVATION(WIS) when used to solve min_WCHS in G, q.e.d.Immediate onsequene of theorem 18 is that the results for max_WIS produed above applyalso for min_WCHS and the following onluding theorem holds.Theorem 19. min_WCHS is approximable within ratios on approximation level�min_WCHS(G) > min� logn3(�(G) + 1) log log n;O �n�4=5�� :28



14 Minimum oloringIn what follows, we denote by �(G) the hromati number of G. It is well-known ([6℄) that�(G)�(G) > n (21)14.1 An algorithmi hain for minimum oloring with improved standard-approxi-mation ratioRevisit the exavation shema presented in setion 13 and onsider min_C instead of �minand max_IS instead of �max. As it is proved in [32℄, for the ase where �max is optimallysolved, and in [2℄, for the ase where it is approximately solved, if �min(G) and �max(G) are thestandard-approximation ratios of �min and �max, respetively (�max(G) = 1 for the ase wherethe latter is optimally solved), then �min(G) > �max(G)lnn (22)Revisit also theorem 7 of setion 10.3, onsider `(n) onstant and denote it by `. Denote byEXHAUST, an exhaustive-searh algorithm for min_C and, as in setion 12.2, by �(G)_COLOR the�(G)-oloring algorithm of [36℄. Without loss of generality we suppose that verties are oloredby 1; 2; : : : Moreover, let K and C be as in theorem 7 and denote by jGj the quantity jV (G)j.BEGIN (*COLOR*)(1) IF n 6 C THEN OUTPUT EXHAUST(G) FI(2) S LARGEIS(G);(3) i 1;(4) X̂ ;;(5) WHILE jSj > Klog`jGj DO(6) olor S by olor i;(7) X̂ X̂ [ fig;(8) i i+ 1;(9) G G[V n S℄;(10) IF G = ; THEN OUTPUT X̂ FI(11) S LARGEIS(G);(12) OD(13) ~X �_COLOR(G);(14) OUTPUT X X̂ [ ~X;END. (*COLOR*)It is easy to see that the WHILE-loop of algorithm COLOR is nothing else than an appliation ofalgorithm EXCAVATION of setion 13 with LARGEIS in the plae of IS. Observe also that, for everyiteration i of the WHILE-loop, if we denote by Gi the graph � input of iteration i (G1 = G) andby ni its order, then �LARGEIS (Gi) > K log` nini (23)Denote now by Ĝ the subgraph of G indued by the union of the independent sets S oloredduring the exeutions of the WHILE-loop, and by n̂ its order. Then, by expressions (22) and (23):�WHILE �Ĝ� > K log`�1 n̂n̂ (24)29



Let ~G be the subgraph of G input of algorithm �_COLOR (i.e., ~G = G[V n V (Ĝ)℄), ~n be its orderand �( ~G) be its maximum degree. Observe that, following theorem 7,�� ~G� < `~n log log ~nlog ~n (21)=) �� ~G� > log ~n` log log ~n (25)Appliation of �_COLOR in ~G will ompute a set ~X of olors verifying (using expression (25))��_COLOR � ~G� > log ~n` log log ~n�� ~G� > log�� ~G��� ~G� ` log log�� ~G� (26)Using expressions (24) and (26), the following holds for the setX of olors omputed by algorithmCOLOR: jXj = ���X̂���+ ��� ~X��� 6 ��Ĝ��WHILE �Ĝ� + �� ~G���_COLOR � ~G�6 max8<: 1�WHILE �Ĝ� ; 1��_COLOR � ~G�9=;���Ĝ�+ �� ~G��6 max8<: 1�WHILE �Ĝ� ; 1��_COLOR � ~G�9=; 2�(G) (27)Hene, by expression (27) one gets�COLOR(G) > min(K log`�1 n2n ; log�(G)2�(G)` log log�(G)) :In all, the following theorem has been proved in this setion.Theorem 20. 9k > 0, suh that for every �xed onstant ` > 0, min_C an be approximatelysolved by a PTAC within ratios on approximation level�min_C(G) > min(k log`�1 nn ; log�(G)2`�(G) log log�(G)) :Let ` > 5. In both ases theorem 20 improves either, by a fator O((log2 log n) log`�4 n), theratio of [26℄, or, by a fator O(log�(G)= log log�(G)), the ratio of [36℄.One an further improve the ratio in theorem 20 by the following way. Denote by COLORINGthe algorithm of [26℄ ahieving approximation ratio O(log3 n=(n log2 log n)) for min_C and reallthat n is the order of the input-graph of COLOR. Replae line (13) of algorithm COLOR by thefollowing instrution-blok.IF jGj > n=log`�3nTHEN ~X �_COLOR(G);ELSE ~X COLORING(G);FI 30



Observe that the size of the input of the above blok is ~n. If ~n > n= log`�3 n, then expression (26)gives ��_COLOR � ~G� > log n�� ~G� ` log log n (28)On the other hand, if ~n < n= log`�3 n, then, 9k suh that�COLORING � ~G� > k log` nn log2 logn (29)Using expressions (28) and (29) and by the same analysis as the one leading to expression (27),we obtain the following orollary.Corollary 4. For every �xed onstant ` > 0, min_C an be approximately solved by a PTACwithin ratios on approximation level�min_C(G) > O min( log`�1 nn ; logn�(G) log log n)! :14.2 A further improvement of the standard-approximation ratio for graph-oloringReall that, as we have already mentioned in setion 10.4.2, for every `(n) 6 n any `(n)-olorablegraph an be polynomially olored by O(�(G)1�(2=`(n))(log1=2�(G)) log n) olors by a polyno-mial randomized algorithm. Let us denote by C_KMS the derandomized version ([38℄) of thealgorithm of [34℄. Consider now the following algorithm.BEGIN (*C*)OUTPUT X argminfC_KMS(G); �_COLOR(G)g;END. (*C*)Theorem 21. 9k > 0 suh that, for every `(n) 6 n, algorithm C guarantees ratios on theapproximation level kmin( `(n)�(G) ; �(G)2=`(n)�(G)plog�(G) log n) :Proof. If �(G) > `(n), then algorithm �_COLOR guarantees approximation ratio `(n)=�(G),otherwise algorithm C_KMS guarantees ratio O(�(G)2=`(n)=(�(G)(log1=2�(G)) log n)). The re-sult immediately follows.For every k, apply theorem 21 with `(n) = k. Then, the approximation ratio guaranteed isbounded below by O min( k�(G) ; �(G)2=k�(G) log3=2 n)! :If this ratio is stritly smaller than k=�(G), then �(G) < � log3k=4 n for a onstant �. Then,the ratio guaranteed is bounded below by O(1= log3k=4 n), and the following holds.Corollary 5. 9k0 > 0 suh that min_C an be solved by a SPTAC within ratio�min_C(G) > k0min� 1log3k=4 n; k�(G)� :Choosing k = 4� log n=(3 log logn), � > 0, we get the following onluding orollary.31



Corollary 6. 8� > 0, min_C an be solved by a SPTAC within ratio on level�min_C(G) > O�min� 1n� ; log n�(G) log log n��The left-hand member of the ratio-expression obtained in orollary 6 is slightly better than theone in orollary 4. On the other hand, the time-omplexity of algorithm COLOR in setion 14.1is muh smaller than the one of C given that the de-randomization tehniques of [38℄ implyimportant exeution times.15 FP-redutions between standard and di�erential approximationAs we have shown in many papers ([14, 16, 13, 39℄) results obtained in standard and di�erentialapproximations an be very di�erent the ones from the others, even for the same problem.However, this does not mean that bridges between the two thought proesses do not exist. Suhbridges exist and allow transfers of positive or negative approximation results from one theoryto the other. They an be seen as FP-redutions preserving, or prohibiting, some approximationlevels.15.1 Su�ient onditions for transferring results between standard and di�erentialapproximationWe �rst note that positive (resp., inapproximability) approximation results are immediatelytransferred from di�erential (resp., standard) to standard (resp., di�erential) approximation inthe ase of maximization problems. In fat, onsider any di�erential PTAA A guaranteeingdi�erential-approximation ratio Æ for every instane I of a maximization problem �. Then,�A(I)� !(I)�(I)� !(I) > Æ =) �A(I) > Æ�(I) + (1� Æ)!(I) Æ61!(I)>0=) �A(I)�(I) > Æ:In what follows, we re�ne the above by giving some su�ient onditions in order that approxi-mation results are transferred between the two thought proesses onsidered, even in the ase ofminimization problems. We �rst prove the following theorem.Theorem 22. Consider any NP-hard problem � = (I;S; vI ; opt) and an instane I 2 I.Let D and S draw the sets of possible approximation levels for the di�erential and standardapproximations, respetively.1. If 9� > 0 suh that j!(I) � �(I)j 6 �minf!(I); �(I)g, then there exists an FP-redution� g� � suh that f and h are the identity funtions andg : 8><>: D ! SÆ 7! ( 11+�(1�Æ) opt = min1+�Æ1+� opt = max2. If 9� > 0 suh that j!(I) � �(I)j > �maxf!(I); �(I)g, then there exists an FP-redution� g� � suh that f and h are the identity funtions andg : 8<: S ! D� 7! � �+��1�� opt = min�+��1� opt = max32



Proof. We prove the theorem in the ase of a minimization problem, the ase of maximizationbeing ompletely analogous. For item 1, after some easy algebra, one an easily see that!(I)� �(I)!(I)� �(I) > Æ =) �(I)�(I) > 1Æ + (1� Æ)!(I)�(I) (30)Using the hypothesis of item 1, one gets the standard-approximation level laimed.Item 2 is proved with exatly the same arguments.For example, we devise in [39℄ a di�erential PTAA for max_TSP12 guaranteeing di�erential-approximation ratio Æ > 3=4. Observe that, for every instane Kn of max_TSP12, �(Kn) �!(Kn) 6 2n�n = n. Then, appliation of item 1 of theorem 22 with Æ = 3=4 and � = 1 leads tothe following orollary improving, for the ase of max_TSP12, the standard ratio 3/4 presentedin [45℄.Corollary 7. ([39℄). max_TSP12 is approximable within standard-approximation ratio boun-ded below by 7=8.The ounter-part of item 1 (resp., item 2) of theorem 22 is that if there exists �0 > 0 suh that noalgorithm for � guarantees standard- (resp., di�erential-) approximation ratios in level 1� �0 (�0is ommonly alled approximation threshold), then there exists �00 > 0 suh that no algorithmguarantees di�erential- (resp., standard) approximation ratios in level 1 � �00. For instane,if opt = min, then, by item 1, a standard-approximation threshold �0 implies a di�erential-approximation threshold �00 = 1� (�0=(�(1� �0))).For min_TSP12, using the standard-approximation result of [20℄2 and item 1 with � = 1, thefollowing holds.Corollary 8. ([39℄). Unless P=NP, no DPTAC an approximately solve min_TSP12 withinratio onverging to 5379=5380.15.2 Bin pakingIn [15℄, we propose another FP-redution (not implied by theorem 22) between standard anddi�erential approximations for BP. Next, based upon this redution, we devise a di�erentialPTAS for BP (reall that in standard approximation proess, BP an be approximated only byasymptoti PTAS ([22℄)). In all, the following is proved in [15℄.Theorem 23. ([15℄).� There exists an FP-redution for BP transforming any onstant standard-approximationratio � into di�erential-approximation ratio 1=(2��). Consequently, it transforms approx-imation level S-APX into approximation level D-APX;� BP 2 D�PTAS.15.3 Minimum vertex-overingLet us now denote by min_VC(2n/3), the restrition of min_VC in graphs where the size of aminimum vertex over is bounded above by 2n=3 (of ourse, suh graphs are not reognizable inpolynomial-time). The following theorem is proved in [17℄.28�0 > 0, no PTAA an guarantee standard-approximation ratio less than, or equal to, 5380=5381 � �0 unlessP=NP. 33
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